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Abstract: Local droplet-etched-based GaAs quantum dots are promising candidates for high-quality single and entangled photon sources. They have excellent optical and spin properties thanks to their size, shape and nearly strain-free matrix integration. In this study, we investigate the onset of aluminum nanodroplet formation for the local droplet etching process. Using molecular beam epitaxy, we grew several local droplet-etched quantum dot samples with different arsenic beam equivalent pressures. In each sample, we varied the etch material amount using a gradient technique and filled the nanoholes with GaAs to form optically active quantum dots after overgrowth. We repeated the local droplet etching process without the filling process, enabling us to characterize surface nanoholes with atomic force microscopy and compare them with photoluminescence from the buried quantum dots. We found a linear dependency on the arsenic beam-equivalent pressures for a critical aluminum amount necessary for nanohole formation and analyzed shape, density and optical properties close to this transition.
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1. Introduction

Self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are promising candidates for the generation of single photons [1–3]. Due to their device integrability, they are excellent candidates for applications in the fields of quantum communication and quantum cryptography [4]. Examples are Stranski–Krastanov (SK) InAs QDs in GaAs [5] and the local droplet-etched (LDE) quantum dots [6,7] used here. GaAs-filled LDE QDs in (Al,Ga)As can be tuned to emit at wavelengths below 800 nm [8,9], making them ideal for quantum memory applications in, e.g., Rubidium atom vapor D2 and D1 transitions (780 nm and 795 nm) [10,11] or silicon defects in silicon carbide (737 nm) [12]. Since indium is not required for LDE QDs, LDE QDs can be grown virtually strain-free [13], which offers a number of advantages, e.g., for coherent electron- and nuclear spin properties and manipulation [14–18]. LDE QDs also achieve a higher oscillator strength compared to both SK-InGaAs and droplet epitaxial QDs [19,20], making them ideal as quantum light sources of indistinguishable photons [2,21].

There are a couple of crucial parameters for the integration of QDs into such devices. These are the emission wavelength, QD density and shape. The wavelength is largely determined by the constituents’ bandgaps but can be tuned by the size [8,9,19]. This parameter has to be matched to the device application. For LDE QDs, it has been shown that the density depends on the substrate temperature during nucleation [22,23], while low-density QDs are preferential for single quantum emitter devices. The shape and size impact the oscillator strength and radiative lifetime [19,24] and alter the coupling to phonons [25]. Radiative [26] and non-radiative [27] Auger processes may as well be influenced by the shape and size of the QDs.
Typically, an abundance of arsenic is provided for the molecular beam epitaxy growth of AlAs, GaAs or InAs layers [28], as well as for nanowire or QD formation. In the LDE process, the amount of arsenic is significantly reduced, whereby the material of elemental group III, in this case aluminum, is deposited in its metallic form onto the wafer’s surface. Here, this is an (Al,Ga)As matrix. In depositing a sufficient amount, aluminum droplets form on this matrix, which “etch” into the surface at low As pressure and form nanoholes [29,30]. The etching process is driven by the arsenic concentration gradient between the aluminum droplet and the matrix material. Material is transported to the substrate surface and edges of the droplet [30]. These holes are filled with GaAs and the amount of filling material determines the filling height and thus the emission wavelength [8,9]. To achieve quantum confinement for electrons and holes and to decouple them from the exterior, the filled holes are covered with an AlGaAs layer.

The LDE process is highly dependent on the As-BEP [23,29,31–33]. Here, we want to investigate the transition to hole formation with very small amounts of etching material to find the critical Al-amount. For this purpose, we analyze the onset of nanohole formation for a series of samples with LDE nanoholes nucleated with different arsenic flux and aluminum etching material gradients. The QDs created by filling the LDE nanoholes with GaAs are then examined using photoluminescence. In addition to the buried quantum dots, the LDE process was repeated again without filling on the surface so that the density and shape of similarly synthesized nanoholes can be determined using AFM measurements.

2. Methods

All samples were grown in an adapted Riber Epineat III/V S MBE system. The growth was performed on 3 inch undoped GaAs wafers with (001)-orientation and a miscut of less than 0.1°. There is an angle of 49° between the effusion cells and the substrate wafer, as shown in Figure 1a. The distance between the opening of the effusion cells and the center of the substrate is 255 mm. The azimuth angle difference between the aluminum and gallium effusion cell is 110°. This determines the orientation of the AlGaAs compositional gradients. The temperature at which the growth took place on the substrate was set using a pyrometer before growth started. To dioxide the wafer, the sample was brought to a temperature of 640 °C under an arsenic beam equivalent pressure (BEP) of 9.6 µTorr and left there for 10 min. For layer growth, a substrate temperature of 590 °C and an As-BEP of 9.6 µTorr were used. The growth rates for GaAs are 0.20 nm/s, for AlAs 0.10 nm/s and for Al0.33Ga0.67As 0.30 nm/s.

![Figure 1. Schematic representation of the growth process. (a) First, the substrate (here, the PDL) is applied, (b) the LDE etching material is applied and (c) after the LDE material has been applied and the holes have been etched, the holes are filled. This step was omitted for the holes on the surface. (d) The different gradients with their respective directions on the wafer.](image-url)
A total of four samples were used for this study. The growth for all samples started with a 100 nm GaAs buffer layer. This was followed by a short-period superlattice (SPLS) of 20 repetitions of a combination of a 2.8 nm-thick AlAs layer and a 2.8 nm-thick Al\(_{0.33}\)Ga\(_{0.67}\)As layer. These layers are there to ensure that the surface is as smooth as possible so that the growth of the relevant layers is as undisturbed as possible. This was overgrown by a 70 nm-thick Al\(_{0.33}\)Ga\(_{0.67}\)As buffer layer. All layers so far have been grown with substrate rotation. For the next layers, the rotation of the wafer was stopped, causing material gradients across the wafer. The first gradient is the AlGaAs matrix. In addition to an insignificant variation in composition, the material gradient results in a sinusoidal variation of the surface roughness due to the fact that the surface alternates between complete layers and incomplete, fractional filling layers. Bart et al. [34] call this roughness modulation a pattern-defining layer (PDL). The PDL leads to a wavelength shift in LDE QDs [8] and a density modulation in InAs quantum dots [34]. The steepness of the density gradient determines the modulation period. Here, the overall thickness of the rotation-stopped PDL is 15 nm for all samples, resulting in a thickness difference of 6 nm from the close to the far side of the cells. This leads to a modulation period of 3 mm. The PDL gradient is visualized in Figure 1a, where the Al\(_{0.33}\)Ga\(_{0.67}\)As PDL is depicted as a purple layer grown on top of the black substrate.

The substrate temperature has now been reduced for the LDE process to 545 °C. The aluminum etch material makes up the second gradient and is visualized in Figure 2b. For the LDE process, the arsenic valve was partially closed to obtain a low arsenic chamber pressure and flux to the surface. After partially closing the arsenic valve, 240 s were waited to reduce the growth chamber pressure. After Al-deposition at an AlAs equivalent rate of 0.10 nm/s and according to an Al-shutter opening time of 2 to 3.5 s, the etching process then runs for 180 s. The As-BEP is the main difference between the samples and is the parameter to be investigated in this study. Since the As-BEP cannot be measured during growth, the etching recipe was repeated shortly before and after growth with a flux measurement gauge at the sample position to obtain values for the arsenic BEP at the start and end of the etching process. The utilized As-BEPs varied from 0.15 µTorr to 0.68 µTorr. The mean value of the As-BEP at the beginning and end of the etching process is shown in Table 1. The internally used naming of the samples, which comes from the order in which the samples were grown, is seen and, additionally, the further used naming of the samples according to the analyzed parameter of the As-BEP in nTorr is printed in bold. The GaAs filling material of the previously etched holes starting simultaneously with the As-valve opening, i.e., a BEP of 9.6 µTorr, and it can be seen in Figure 1c. The Ga-gradient changes the filling amount across the wafer, which in turn changes the emission wavelength [8]. The nominal filling amounts at the wafers' centers are shown in Table 1. After deposition of the GaAs filling material, the sample was annealed for another 180 s. This is followed by another rotated 26 nm thick Al\(_{0.33}\)Ga\(_{0.67}\)As layer and a 13-pair SPLS consisting of alternating 2.8 nm AlAs and 2.8 nm Al\(_{0.34}\)Ga\(_{0.66}\)As layers. Finally, another PDL and etching process followed (see above), which was terminated by rapidly lowering the substrate temperature. The filling of the nanoholes is shown in Figure 1c, where the previously etched nanoholes are filled with GaAs. The nanoholes are not up to scale and the figure is just for illustrative purposes. The gradients are visualized in Figure 1d. We should note that the Al-etch amount was adapted for each sample to find a critical etch amount around the wafer center, allowing for similar growth conditions between all samples. The Al etch amount and Ga fill amount are identical for samples 150n
and 175n, and the As BEP between samples 150n and 175n shows marginal differences, confirming replicability of the method.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** (a) Wafer map depicting the integrated PL intensity in a wavelength range between 760 nm and 820 nm for sample 510n at $T = 80$ K. (b) Calculated layer thickness for the Al etch material coverage for sample 510n. (c–e) $5 \times 5 \mu m^2$ sections of AFM measurements of sample 510n at $y = 44$ mm, 45 mm and 45.8 mm, respectively. (f) LDE hole density and PL intensity against $y$-position on the wafer. Legend is shared with (g). (g) LDE hole density and PL intensity against the Al-etch amount.

**Table 1.** Growth parameters of the used samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>As-BEP/µTorr</th>
<th>Al Etch Amount/nm</th>
<th>Ga Fill Amount/nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150n/15367</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175n/15369</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510n/15389</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680n/15385</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The upper layers are used to analyze the LDE hole density by AFM measurements, whereby the formation of LDE holes is to be investigated. The AFM measurements were performed with a Park Systems AFM in NCHR mode. The rough AFM measurements, where the density is extracted from, consist of a $20 \times 20 \mu m^2$ map. In the case of sample 510n, higher-resolution AFM measurements were conducted along the transition where quantum dots were identified via the coarse AFM measurements. These high-resolution measurements, with an increased pixel density, were utilized to determine the quantum dots’ depth and diameter. Further details are elaborated in the results section. The characterization of the buried QDs was also carried out using PL spectroscopy. For this purpose, a homemade setup was used, consisting of a $3''$ copper cold finger in a cryostat. The cryostat was cooled with liquid nitrogen so that the temperature can be kept at about 100 K during the measurements. For the purpose of wafer mapping, the entire cryostat was maneuvered using a dual-stepper motor system. This allows for precise positioning and comprehensive mapping of the wafer surface. A 518 nm laser with a spot size 100 $\mu m$ in diameter and a power of approximately 30 $\mu W$ was used to excite the QDs in the sample, allowing for the collective emission of a QD ensemble to be investigated. A mini-spectrometer (spectral resolution of 1.38 nm) equipped with a Si CCD detector was used to measure the PL at wavelengths from 340 nm to 1020 nm.

The cell flux distribution profiles are estimated from PL wafer mapping of rotation-stopped grown quantum wells [35].

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2a shows a wafer map of the integrated PL intensity for wavelengths between 750 and 820 nm (QD-related luminescence) for sample 680n. No emission in the upper part ($y > 40$ mm) of the wafer is found. It can be interpreted to mean that no QDs can be found in that region. This is because the critical Al etch amount for the formation of droplet-etched holes has not yet been reached. This critical Al etch amount depends on the As-BEP, which is summarized for all samples in Table 1. Figure 2b shows the calculated layer thickness, which represents the Al etch material amount equivalent across the wafer. In Figure 2b, the radiation profile of the Al effusion cell can also be seen in the contour lines, which explains the course of the quantum dot transition line in Figure 2a. Figure 2c–e depicts AFM measurements conducted on sample 510n. We take $20 \times 20 \mu m^2$ non-contact-mode AFM scans and manually count the number of nano holes from $5 \times 5 \mu m^2$ sections. Figure 2c presents the measurement at $y = 44$ mm, with a corresponding hole density of 0.37(8) $\mu m^{-2}$ with the uncertainty of the last printed digit given in brackets. Figure 2d illustrates the measurement at $y = 45$ mm, where the hole density is 0.17(6) $\mu m^{-2}$. Lastly, Figure 2e displays the measurement at $y = 45.8$ mm, with a hole density of 0.03(3) $\mu m^{-2}$. Figure 2f shows the LDE hole density along the red line shown in Figure 2a perpendicular to the transition line in steps of 100 $\mu m$ for all samples and the integrated QD-related PL intensity in 0.5 mm steps (wavelength from 750 nm to 820 nm for samples 150n, 175n and 680n; 680 nm to 780 nm for sample 510n). The LDE hole density was extracted from AFM measurements that were made along the dashed line shown in Figure 2a. Each point represents a $20 \times 20 \mu m^2$-sized AFM measurement from which the LDE hole density can be extracted. It can be seen that the LDE hole density falls in a linear fashion until it gets to a certain point and sharply falls off to 0 over a distance of roughly 2 mm. The PL intensity follows a similar trend except for sample 510n, where the PL intensity increases in the linear range. The sharp drop in PL intensity and LDE hole densities coincides relatively well and shows that the LDE process is reproducible. We attribute deviations between PL intensity and AFM density to differences in the QDs’ carrier capture cross-section [36–39] and oscillator strength [19]. This manifests especially in the linear slopes of sample 510n with the smallest GaAs filling height. A combination of a linear fit in the linear range and a logistic function $L/(1 + e^{k(\theta_{Al} - \theta_{Al\text{crit}})})$ for the sharp drop in the critical range was used and plotted along the measurement points. The Fit parameter $L$ represents the maximum LDE hole density that is achieved during the critical transition region. The parameter $k$ quantifies
the steepness of the critical transition. In other words, it measures how rapidly the LDE hole density evolves during the transition dependent on the Al etch amount \( \theta_{Al} \). The inverse \( k^{-1} \) then provides a measure of the broadening of the critical transition. The parameter \( \theta_{Al,crit} \) indicates the specific amount of Al etch material at which the critical transition occurs. This can be understood as the threshold amount of Al etch material necessary for the formation of LDE holes. The fit parameters were found using the least squares method. Apparently, the LDE hole densities follow a similar trend. We empirically found a linear region and logistic function to match our data best. While other S-shaped functions describe the data too, a combination of a linear fit and a logistic function excellently describes our data. Furthermore, the transition from no LDE holes to maximum LDE hole density takes place in a range of approximately 2 mm for all samples, irrespective of the arsenic pressure and thus the LDE hole density. In Figure 2g, the position is converted in an equivalent Al amount, and the hole density and integrated PL intensity are shown. The Al etch amount is the physically important parameter driving LDE hole formation. If one compares the shape of the transition in Figure 2a and the shape of the contour lines in Figure 2b, it can be seen that they deviate from each other in the edge areas of the wafer. This is partly due to the lower temperature at the edges influencing the droplet density [40]. We expect that the critical amount will be influenced as well. In the part in the middle of the wafer that is relevant for this analysis, the simulated Al etching amounts fit very well. It can be seen that the curves in Figure 2g are ordered according to the As-BEP values. The center of the transition is found at higher Al etch amount values. In addition, the decrease in the maximum LDE hole density with higher As-BEP and thus also higher AL etching material amount can be clearly seen here.

For each curve, the parameters have been determined independently. To quantify the observations, the fit parameters are examined in more detail collectively as a function of the As-BEP. Figure 3a shows the slope in the linear range as a function of the AS-BEP for the LDE hole density and the PL intensity. No clearly recognizable correlation can be seen. Figure 3b shows the maximum hole density and the maximum PL intensity in the critical transition represented by the fit parameter \( L \) of the logistic function. While no correlation can be recognized for the PL intensity, a clearly recognizable linear relationship can be seen for the LDE hole density:

\[
L_{AFM} = -0.53(5) \mu m^{-2} \mu Torr^{-1} \cdot p_{As} + 0.7(5) \mu m^{-2}, R^2 = 0.983,
\]

with As-BEP \( p_{As} \), correlation coefficient \( R^2 \) and the uncertainty of the last printed digit given in brackets. Figure 3c shows the broadening of the critical transition, which is represented by the inverse fit parameter \( 1/k \). For the LDE hole density and PL intensity, linear relationships can be recognized:

\[
k^{-1}_{AFM} = 0.48(4) \text{ pm } \mu \text{Torr}^{-1} \cdot p_{As} + 0.53(2) \text{ pm}, R^2 = 0.983
\]

\[
k^{-1}_{PL} = 0.3(2) \text{ pm } \mu \text{Torr}^{-1} \cdot p_{As} + 0.8(1) \text{ pm}, R^2 = 0.427
\]

There is an outlier for sample 175n, which is already recognizable in the PL data in Figure 2c in a jump between 47 mm and 47.5 mm. Figure 3d shows the fit parameter \( \theta_{Al,crit} \), which determines at which point the center of the transition is located and one common linear relation for both PL intensity and hole density is found. The determined points are almost identical for the PL intensity and the LDE hole density and we find

\[
\theta_{Al,crit,AFM/PL} = 290(27) \text{ pm } \mu \text{Torr}^{-1} \cdot p_{As} + 140(10) \text{ pm}, R^2 = 0.982
\]

for both curves.
The nucleation of nanodroplets has been modeled and investigated for Al droplets [23,41,42] and for Ga [43], taking elemental group III material flux and substrate temperature into account. Critical transitions have been examined for InAs SK QDs [44]. However, models near the critical transition for Al droplets are lacking, and the impact of surface morphology variations on LDE remains unexplored. During the LDE process, Al atoms hit the surface, diffuse and are subsequently recrystallizing with residual As from the As-rich (2 × 4) reconstruction. After reaching a critical Al amount, which fully saturates the surface arsenic, additional Al atoms diffuse and encounter two potential pathways. They can either recrystallize with As molecules from the flux or form dimers with other Al adatoms. These dimers can also recrystallize with As molecules from the flux but they are less mobile and can form critical nuclei for cluster growth, culminating in droplet formation. This process, with the exception of the delay in critical nuclei formation due to As flux, is partially elucidated by Heyn et al. [23]. Surface diffusion is affected by step edges and diffusion barriers like the Ehrlich–Schwöbel barrier [45]. This must impact the formation and location of where critical nuclei form. We thus speculate there are preferential conditions for nucleation; for example, small puddles surrounded by smooth surfaces lead to early droplet nucleation. Rough surfaces hinder surface diffusion [45] and thus may delay nucleation due to recrystallization.

We thus propose the following explanation for the nature of the transition. In order for LDE holes to form, enough aluminum must be deposited on the surface so that residual surface arsenic is soaked in AlAs and Al droplets can form. These then etch into the surface. The higher the As-BEP, the more aluminum is required for nucleation. This is evidenced in Figure 3b,d and by the fact that the center of the transition is shifted to higher Al etching amounts at higher As-BEP. Furthermore, we speculate the droplets form first in

Figure 3. Fit parameters of the combined linear and logistic fit for the LDE hole density and PL intensity. (a) Slope of the linear fit $m$. (b) Maximal LDE hole density $L$ of the logistic function. (c) Widening of the transition $k^{-1}$ of the logistic function. (d) Center of the transition $\theta_{Al, crit}$ of the logistic function.
early and then in late-nucleation centers. The difference between early and late nucleation centers is due to local surface morphology. At higher As-BEP, a proportionally more critical aluminum amount is needed to cover all nucleation centers, as the As flux slows down nucleation. This explains the broadening of the transition for higher As-BEP, shown in Figure 3c. At high As-BEP at a later stage, the early nucleation centers still form droplets and evolve into holes. However, Al material forms AlAs compounds with the As flux at a higher rate and delays droplet nucleation at late nucleation centers or even hinders nucleation altogether. This explains the decrease in hole density for higher As-BEP as seen in Figure 3d.

Growth parameters similar to sample 510n are identified as promising for QD growth, enabling high-fidelity generation of entangled photon pairs [46] and coherent quantum optics experiments [47,48]. We thus investigate the PL intensity and spectral features and the AFM morphology of sample 510n around the transition in more detail. For this, multiple LDE holes have been measured by AFM with a higher resolution at numerous points along the transition. The relevant parameters for the shape of the nanoholes can be found in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows one of these AFM measurements of a single LDE hole and Figure 4b shows the profiles along the [110] and [110] direction. Figure 4b also shows the diameter, depth and inclination of the hole. The volume of the holes is subsequently calculated from these parameters, with the nanoholes’ shape approximated as a conical form for this purpose. First, the PL measurements are analyzed in more detail. In Figure 5a, we show the PL intensity against the y-position and wavelength for the central wafer region (c.f. red line in Figure 2a) in a contour plot. The curves were shifted by 0.8 mm to each other to correct experimental setup offsets. Particular attention should be paid to a strong blueshift followed by a strong red shift in the last millimeters, which occurs at the critical transition and is not related to the PDL. This is a common feature on all samples except for 680n, where there is only a strong blueshift. At the used excitation laser power, there are two peaks. A ground state transition (s-peak) and an excited state transition (p-peak). The energetic difference between the s- and p-peak increases for all samples during the critical transition. Figure 5b provides an instance of a PL measurement at the point y = 47 mm, in addition to the fitted curve, which is a combination of two Voigt functions for the s- and p-peak. The individual Voigt curves and the fitted curve from the point at 46.5 mm, utilized as the starting parameter for the fit, are also displayed. The peak wavelengths of the s- and p-peak and the energy differences between the two are subsequently derived from these fits. Now, the PL parameters of the wavelength of the s-peak and the energetic difference between s- and p-peak are compared with the AFM parameters and analyzed for correlations by discussing the Pearson correlation coefficient. The correlation of the volume of the holes with the wavelength of the s-peak is 0.57. The volume of the holes and the wavelength of the s-peak can be seen in Figure 5c, where they are plotted against the y position on the wafer. The error of the PL wavelengths and energies comes from the standard deviation of the fit parameters. The errors of the AFM dimensions come from the statistical standard deviation. The correlation of the inclination of the holes with the energy difference between the p- and s-peak is 0.52. If only the last 3 mm transition range is considered, the correlation increases to 0.79. There is only a tiny difference between the [110] direction and the [110] direction. The inclination of the holes and the energy difference between the p- and the s-peak can be seen in Figure 5d plotted against the y position on the wafer.

We interpret these correlations as follows: Larger volume LDE nanoholes can collect more material, resulting in larger QDs and thus redshifted emission. The low nanohole density in this region allows for more Al-etch material to be collected from a larger Voronoi area [49,50]. This supports our assumption that early nucleation centers form first. The absence of the redshift in sample 680n may be related to the larger As-BEP, not allowing for deeply etched nanohole formation around the critical Al-amount, as the As flux partially recrystallizes the Al to AlAs. This has been shown by Heyn et al. [40].
A larger inclination results in stronger lateral confinement, increasing the s- to p-splitting [19]. Larger s-p splitting has also been observed by Babin et al. [8] for a smaller GaAs filling amount.

Figure 4. (a) Detailed AFM measurement to extract the hole dimension (b) profiles along the lines shown in (a) for the [110] (black) and [110] direction (red) together with the hole dimensions' diameter, height and inclination.

Figure 5. (a) PL contourplot of sample 510n, showing PL intensity against y-position on the wafer and wavelength (b) PL measurement data at y = 46 mm with a fit consisting of two Voigt peaks and the best fit at y = 45.5 mm, which was used for the initial parameters (c) max wavelength of the s-peak and hole volume against y position on the wafer (d) Energy difference E_p−s and hole inclination versus y position on the wafer.

4. Conclusions

Our study commenced with an analysis of the relationship between the Al etch amount and hole density. The hole density decreases linearly with a decreasing Al etch amount until it reaches a critical threshold beyond which the hole density drops sharply.
Interestingly, the critical etch amount showed a linear increase with the As-BEP. This indicates that the transition is not independent of the As-BEP. Moreover, the width of the transition also showed a linear increase with As-BEP.

The maximum quantum dot density reached during this transition also decreased linearly with the As-BEP. We explain this phenomenon suggesting the existence of early and late nucleation centers. The Al etch material tends to crystallize into AlAs with larger As-BEP. This makes the nucleation of droplets in the late centers more difficult, resulting in a broader transition and a lower maximum quantum dot density.

In the critical transition region, a strong PL red shift of the peak wavelengths was observed in three of the four samples studied. In addition, the energy difference between the ground state transition (s-peak) and the excited state transition (p-peak) was found to increase for all samples at the transition. These observation are in agreement with our AFM studies of the hole shape parameters.

While we have performed a parameter study for the critical etch amount at ideal parameters for low-noise, high-quality QDs [2,21], this study has the potential to be extended to other growth parameters. A study of the impact of other buffer matrices, other etching materials, or at other nucleation temperatures could provide a universal model of the critical etch amount. Materials for this purpose could be (In, Ga, Al)(As, Sb, P) as buffer matrix and etching materials could be other group 3 metals, such as In and Ga or alloys of In, Ga and Al.
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